PETROSECURE
SAFE, EFFECTIVE
SAFEGUARDS
FOR NOZZLES.

As a brand, PetroMan South Africa (SA) was
established in 2001. As a business and OEM, our
experience and know-how traces back to 1999
when our journey to producing a sophisticated,
multiple-product, fully automated fuel management
system (FMS) started. The FMS is called PetroMan
and is regarded with high prestige by dozens of
successful users across several industries globally.
PetroMan SA is the official supplier of the
PetroMan FMS in South Africa.
Further development, growth, and offering expansion
has today established PetroMan SA as not only a
leader in the FMS space, but also in asset
optimisation.
The design, flexibility, and reliability of our technology
enables superior system functionality, effectiveness
and efficiency. This competitive advantage allows
PetroMan SA to successfully provide, and
implement, comprehensive, leading-edge asset
optimisation solutions at significantly lower costs
compared to conventional offerings.

EFFICIENCY IS VITAL TO
PROFITABLE BUSINESS,
and that is the business
we are exceptional at.

Most industrial users of large quantities of fuel
will tell you that their most pressing fuel-related
issue is the price of fuel. If you do some digging,
it won’t be too long before fuel theft and fuel
misuse are mentioned. There are numerous
complementary products and solutions that
mitigate fuel theft and misuse. These include fuel
management systems, tank gauging options,
anti-syphoning products, and nozzle security.
Essentially, nozzle security can be applied
using an electronic interface (e.g. RFID
tagging) or a mechanical interface. Electronic
interfaces require the support of a relatively
complex
automated
fuel
management
system. Mechanical interfaces are far more
uncomplicated and do not require the support
of automated fuel management systems,
making mechanical nozzle security a highly
effective option.

COMPREHENSIVE, LEADING-EDGE ASSET
OPTIMISATION SOLUTIONS
The PetroSecure nozzle safeguarding
solution consists of two parts:

The features of our patented
mechanical PetroSecure nozzle
safeguarding solution include:
Patented anti-theft nozzle for
enhanced security

+

Fitted inside the
petrol nozzle

FITS INTO THE PETROL NOZZLE

Part 1

interlockable
FITS INTO THE VEHICLE’S FUEL FILLER

Lockable fuel protection through
numerous nozzle-to-filler combinations
Equipment/vehicle fuel distribution
assurance (allocation to specific
filling points)
Durable mechanical design (tested
in remote and rugged conditions)

Part 2

Fitted into the
vehicle’s fuel filler

The benefits of implementing
PetroSecure include:
Immediate reduction in fuel losses
Cost-effective for any size fleet
Simple and quick
installation procedure
Customizable for multiple vehicles
and filler point control

Our competitive
edge ultimately lies in
FINDING THE PERFECT
BALANCE between man
and machine, between
technology and a human
touch.

Seamless refilling at
specific filling points

For world-class fuel management solutions,
visit our website www.petroman.global
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Click here to view our explainer videos

